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Company overview
The Planning Portal began digitising the planning process
over 20 years ago. It is the home of planning and building
information and the online planning application service
for England and Wales.
Delivered as a joint venture between TerraQuest Solutions
Limited and the Department for Levelling Up, Housing
& Communities, the Planning Portal enables its users to
find trusted planning guidance and apply for planning
permision online to every Local Planning Authority.
Based in the iconic Spectrum building in the heart of
bustling Bristol, our dedicated team focus on our core
mission: to transform planning and building.
The website has a combined audience of over 2.8 million
page views every month and our unique position in the
market makes our website an ideal location for your
advertising campaigns.

We can deliver your
campaign in a range
of creatives. From rich
display advertising to
full sponsored content
articles.

Planning Portal’s targeted
audience then see the
advertisements relevant
to them. With clicks going
directly to your website.

You receive a dedicated
report each month for
your campaign showing
the traffic you have had
to convert to business.

Why choose us?
Our service is used by both homeowners and
planning and building professionals, at the
earlier stages of a project, in order to submit
online applications and identify how planning
and building rules affect their project.
• A targeted audience – we are heavily used
in the research stage by homeowners
working on major building projects, and
are used as part of daily business by
industry professionals.
• Quality referrals – every Local Authority in
England and Wales accepts applications
from the Planning Portal.
• High search ranking – we rank in the
top three on Google and Bing for all key
planning and building regulation searches.
• Flexible and cost effective – we offer a
variety of advertising and sponsorship
packages, whether you are looking to
target a specific audience through a
content partnership, or for mass exposure
and key messaging for your brand through
run of site advertising.

Contextual advertising
Contextual advertising refers to placing your advertisement in an area of the
site with content that is relevant to your product.
This means your advertisement will reach a more targeted audience than
a blanket coverage would. For example a supplier of summer houses may
advertise in the section of the site providing advice about outbuildings.
This option is a more specified approach which generally generates a higher
click through rate than free-space advertising.

Top leaderboard - run of site
Run of Site advertising ensures mass coverage and reach of your brand
and across all pages on the Planning Portal.
With up to 2.5 million page views every month, you are guaranteed high
exposure to all users of the Planning Portal. This option also attracts a much
lower cost-per-thousand (CPM) rate than the more targeted contextual
advertising options. Consider animated creatives for this option which are
more engaging and lift off the page. This advert container, known as the
leader board, is also sticky, meaning that even when scrolling through the
content of a page the advert remains always visible at the top or bottom
of the screen, depending on device size.

Marketing solutions
Sponsored eNewsletters
We offer sponsorship of both our weekly planning
newsletter and our monthly architectural or Local
Authority bulletin. These are great opportunities
for brand awareness, lead generation and driving
traffic to your website.
• Weekly planning newsletter – in association with
RTPI’s The Planner magazine
• Branding and messaging straight to the inbox of
over 125k Planning Portal newsletter subscribers.
• Monthly architectural bulletin – promote your
business or service to 19k subscribed architect
users of the Planning Portal.

eBooks or Insight Reports
We survey our users on a particular topic and use
the insight to create an eBook or report, which
is either driven by the sponsor or the Planning
Portal.
• Non-personal data captured from
respondents is made available to the sponsor
• Report is signposted on the Planning Portal for
12 months
• Report is featured in our bulletins, with an
audience of 19k, and our newsletter, with an
audience of over 125k
• Report is shared with our partners for
distribution to their members: CIAT, FMB,
LABC, RTPI, RIBA.

Marketing solutions
Sponsored Content
Sponsored content is a great way to get more information across to our
audience about your product, services and business, when sometimes you
want to say more. Articles can be written by your business for inclusion on
the Planning Portal and placed in prime subject categories to ensure quality
visitors to your website. This is a far more natural form of advertising and
embeds your company, and messaging, within the Planning Portal’s trusted,
authoritative content.
• Article positioned on the Planning Portal in a location relevant to the
content of the article, to reach a more targeted user
• SEO benefit from being hosted on an authoritative website, which ranks
top of most planning searches
• Article promoted in our weekly newsletter
• Hosted on Planning Portal for a period of six months
• Links to your website
• Social media mentions.

Find out about the specifications
for sponsored content

Get in touch
The home of planning and building regulations
information and the national planning application
service.
Suite 4C, Spectrum Building, Bond Street,
Bristol, BS1 3LG
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